Evolutionary game dynamics of the Wright-Fisher process with different selection intensities.
Evolutionary game dynamics in finite populations can be described by a frequency-dependent, stochastic Wright-Fisher process. The fitness of individuals in a population is not only linked to environmental conditions but also tightly coupled to the types and frequencies of competitors, leading to different types of individuals with different selection intensities. We studied a 2 × 2 symmetric game in a finite population and established a dynamic model of the Wright-Fisher process by introducing different selection intensities for different strategies. Thus, we provided another effective way to study the evolutionary dynamics of a finite population and obtained the analytical expressions of fixation probabilities under weak selection. The fixation probability of a strategy is not only related to a game matrix but also to different selection intensities. The conditions required for natural selection to favor one strategy and for that strategy to be an evolutionary stable strategy (ESSN) are specified in our model. We compared our results with those of a Moran dynamic process with different selection intensities to explore these two processes better. In the two processes, the conditions conducive to the strategy's taking fixation are the same. By simulation analysis, the dynamic relationships between the fixation probabilities and selection intensities were intuitively observed in the prisoner's dilemma, coordination, and coexistence games. The fixation probability of the cooperative strategy in the prisoner's dilemma decreases with the increase of its own selection intensity. In the coexistence and coordination games, the fixation probability of the cooperative strategy increases with its own selection intensity. For the three types of games, the fixation probability of the cooperative strategy decreases with the increase of the selection intensity of the defection strategy.